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Today’s waste management organization’s face signiﬁcant barriers to optimal efﬁciencies – lack
of real visibility into driver and truck activity, increasing costs, inaccurate billing, inefﬁcient service
veriﬁcation, safety issues, labor intensive data processes, customer service delays, a desire to be
‘greener’, and a confusing array of technology options for business and ﬂeet management.
FleetMind combines its extensive industry expertise with practical, leading-edge technology to
approach ﬂeet management issues in a holistic and fully integrated manner. FleetMind features
an end-to-end offering that includes all the key components required to run waste ﬂeets more
efﬁciently and sustainably – onboard computers, route management software, automated service
veriﬁcation, ﬂeet mapping and tracking, driver direction, RFID tracking, camera systems and more.
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As FleetMind customers, waste ﬂeets typically see:
• Dramatically improved service efﬁciencies and billing accuracy
• Vastly improved customer service experiences
• Sharp increases in bottom line beneﬁts
• Complete visibility into ﬂeet and business operations
• Signiﬁcant reductions in resource requirements
Back-Ofﬁce Reporting
• Greener ﬂeets
• Safer ﬂeets

Our Company

FleetMind is North America's leading ﬂeet management systems provider with thousands of onboard
computing (OBC) systems installed at many of the continents top waste haulers.

USB & Serial
CANBus

Wi-Fi, Ethernet & Video

Onboard Computer Smart Display
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Customers

Our History

FleetMind’s technology is derived from over 20 years and millions of dollars invested in
developing the industry’s best and most advanced solutions speciﬁcally designed for waste
collection ﬂeets. Innovation is not a buzz word at FleetMind – it is our primary competitive
differentiator and our corporate mission. Unlike our competitors, FleetMind solutions have been
successfully installed in thousands of vehicles across North America and are ﬁeld-proven to deliver
measurable sustainable beneﬁts. FleetMind is a member of the Safe Fleet family, a global leader in
safety solutions for ﬂeet vehicles.

Awards
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Software

FleetMind provides industry-speciﬁc FleetLink
mobile hardware solutions to automate the
data recording of operations, including: vehicle
information from GPS, ECM electronic control
module; and service information from drivers,
cameras, scales, and RFID.

FleetMind’s FleetLink Back-ofﬁce software
solutions work with FleetLink Mobile hardware
products to improve operations, increase
proﬁtability, provide complete ﬂeet visibility
and help ensure a problem-free customer
experience. They include solutions for
managing communications, interfacing to 3rd
party software, analyzing data, managing and
optimizing routes, tracking individual trucks,
and much, much more.

Integration

Engineering

Our Strengths

Hardware

FleetMind systems seamlessly integrate into
FleetMind is an engineering company that
route management and billing systems (RMS), develops the industry’s most advanced
third party software, RFID solutions, cameras, solutions geared to speciﬁc customer needs.
scales, ECMs and other hardware peripherals.

Municipal Expertise

Stability

FleetMind serves a sizable municipal
customer base with solutions focused on
municipal waste ﬂeet requirements.

FleetMind has been designing ﬂeet
management systems since 1996 with
thousands of installed units across North
America.
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FleetLink Mobile DVR is designed for tough refuse collection environments. It comes standard with
WasteApp – a software speciﬁcally designed for residential or commercial waste management
activities. It is used in conjunction with the back ofﬁce and dispatch systems to record live digital
video and all essential waste ﬂeet management activities.
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FleetLink DVR
Vehicle Bus
Multiple CanBus
interfaces
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10.4” diagonal 1024x768
pixel, sunlight view-able
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Shock detection
circuitry

4G multi-network
and Wi-Fi
communications

Continuous Video
Recording from
up to 8 cameras

High Precision GPS
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Real-Time remote video
streaming from any
camera
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VoIP
Integrated Cisco
Soft-Phone

RFI
D

Camera/video input
and digitization

Ethernet, serial and
USB ports
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Intel Atom main
processor, Stretch S7
video processor, 8 GB
RAM, 16 GB SLC Flash
and 256 GB SSD
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Our Technology

FleetLink Mobile DVR

USB & Serial
CANBus
Wi-Fi, Ethernet & Video

Key features:
• Real-time driver directions
• Lift detection
• DVR recording and playback
• Access to truck telemetry via ECM

• Camera integration
• Signature capture feature
• RFID reader integration

10” In-vehicle Display
The FleetLink Mobile DVR in-vehicle display system is ideal for waste collection ﬂeet management
applications. It meets requirements for automotive grade working temperatures and provides excellent
display capabilities. It supports resolutions of 1024 x 768 and is designed with drivers in mind. When
the system requires powering up or waking up, it can be easily controlled from the button located on
the side. For night driving, the panel has an auto detecting light sensor to automatically adjust
brightness.

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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• Vehicle-grade 10" (4:3) XGA TFT LCD with rugged
resistive type touchscreen
• Five user-programmable function keys
• Two 2-watt speakers
• Built-in light sensor for automatic dimming
• Easily installed and paired with computing box via
a single-cable connection
• Extended I/O ports (USB 2.0 Type A, power button
and reset button) for easy computing box
maintenance
• Wide working temperature range (-30° C ~ 70° C)

Compact In-vehicle Computing Device for Surveillance & Fleet Management
FleetLink Mobile DVR includes a compact vehicle-grade, dual-core computing box designed to provide
high-quality video surveillance and ﬂeet management capabilities. It delivers tracking and positioning
which allows a truck to be traced even if the driver is in a tunnel. It supports several vehicle protocols
for vehicle diagnostics and driver behavior management, and up to 8 channel camera inputs for
high-quality recording to improve driver/truck safety and security. A single SSD tray is swappable and
designed for video data backup. It provides reliable on-road recording and can transmit images or
alarms for remote monitoring over wireless various network connections.

Our Technology

Features:

Features:
• Embedded Stretch S7 video encoder supports up to
8 analog video inputs and 4 audio inputs
• Accessible external SSD tray with key-lock
protection
• Vehicle diagnostics interface with conﬁgurable CAN
(J1939, OBD-II/ISO 15765) and J1708 (J1587)
protocols
• Built-in GNSS, WLAN, Bluetooth, and WWAN (with
dual SIM cards) modules
• Intelligent vehicle power management system
supports ignition on/off/ delay functions, wake-up
event control, and system health monitoring and
diagnostics
• Wide working temperature range (-30° C ~ 70° C),
supports 12/24V vehicle power (ISO 7637-2) and
shock and vibration tolerant (MIL-STD-810G and
5M3)

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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FleetLink Mobile DVR is designed for tough environments and more discerning requirements. It comes
standard with WasteApp – a software speciﬁcally designed for residential or commercial waste
management activities. It is used in conjunction with the back ofﬁce and dispatch systems to record
live digital video and all essential waste ﬂeet management activities.

Speciﬁcations:

Beneﬁts:

• Size and Weight: 12” x 3” x 7” each
(monitor and computer) 9lbs. total
• Display: 10.4” 1024 x 768 pixel display
• Audio: 2 x 2W waterproof speakers
• Memory: Up to 4GB RAM
Up to 64GB Flash

• Real-time driver directions
• Access to truck telemetry via ECM
• Signature capture feature
• Lift detection
• Camera integration
• RFID reader integration
• DVR recording and playback

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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FleetLink Mobile Digital Video Recording
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Our Technology

FleetMind Toughpad FZ-M1

FleetMind’s Toughpad® FZ-M1 by Panasonic is built for productivity without compromise. Now
powered by Windows® 10 Pro and a 6th generation Intel® Core™ m5 vPro™ processor, the
Toughpad FZ-M1 offers premium performance and is equipped with the industry’s broadest range of
conﬁguration options for maximum ﬂexibility. Its fully rugged, sealed design is certiﬁed to meet
MIL-STD-810G and IP65 speciﬁcations and resistance to drops (up to ﬁve feet), water, dust and other
elements. With a user-replaceable battery, optional bridge battery and/or long-life battery, a new
full-sized smartcard/magnetic strip reader option and improved sensitivity for use with heavy gloves,
the Toughpad FZ-M1 is the ideal tool for today's mobile waste workforce.
Key Features
• 7" Rugged Tablet with Windows 10 Pro - Intel® Core™ m5 vPro™ processor
• MIL-STD-810G, 5' Drop and All-weather IP65 Dust and Water-resistant Design
• User-replaceable Battery, Bridge Battery and Optional Long Life Battery
• Optional NFC, Ethernet, Serial, SmartCard,Magstripe, UHF RFID and Barcode Reader
• Wi-Fi, Bluetooth® and Optional Dedicated GPS or 4G LTE Multi Carrier Mobile Broadband

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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Our Technology

FleetLink Camera Systems

FleetMind provides multiple cameras for unprecedented insights into and all around your vehicles.
Integrated with FleetMind's in-cab smart displays and Mobile DVR, taking pictures and capturing
real-time video footage has never been easier!
• Capture video of all internal and external activities
from all angles.
• Identify any driver-related safety issues for rapid
remediation.
• Capture evidence for accident and dispute
resolution.
• Eliminate blind spot areas for a complete
round-the-truck view.

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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Improve driving with our Safety Cameras that
capture various driving scenarios:
• Monitor real-time driving habits
• Get footage of day-to-day driving and incidents
for individual coaching
• Collect evidence to exonerate drivers in the
event of an accident

Our Technology

Up to 8 cameras can be installed on a truck to
meet your unique requirements and objectives.
The pictures and video recordings provide a more
comprehensive view of incidents and service data,
which are automatically recorded by our in-cab
smart display.

Improve cart/container management with our Operation Cameras that track speciﬁc tasks:
• Track bins
• Monitor the lift’s safe use
• Record contamination status
Contact us for more information on how FleetMind’s camera systems can vastly improve your ﬂeet
safety and operations!

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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FleetMind’s FleetLink Back-ofﬁce software solutions work with FleetLink Mobile hardware products to
improve operations, increase proﬁtability, provide complete ﬂeet visibility and help ensure a
problem-free customer experience. They include solutions for managing communications, interfacing
to 3rd party software, analyzing data, managing and optimizing routes, tracking individual trucks, and
much, much more. Our interfaces are available as a default in English. Spanish and French interfaces
are available upon request.

Beneﬁts:
• Signiﬁcantly reduce resource requirements
• Lower communications costs
• Ensure integrated activity management

• View servicing problems in real-time to
improve customer satisfaction
• Improve maintenance and safety initiatives

Products:

Our Technology

FleetMind Back-ofﬁce Products

• FleetLink Track
Map-based tracking and route analysis for a real-time view into your entire ﬂeet’s operations.

• FleetLink Route Management System (RMS)
Web-based solution for end-to-end route management.

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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Our Technology

• FleetLink Enterprise Reports (FER)
Web-based ﬂeet management dashboard for accurate operations and performance statistics.

• FleetLink Safety Dashboard (FSD)
Web-based ﬂeet management dashboard for ﬂeet safety views and camera DVR recordings.

• FleetLink Web
Data services for 3rd party consumption.
• FleetLink Server
For communications management, persistent data store, system conﬁguration and messaging.
• FleetLink Connector
Interface to 3rd party solutions such as billing/dispatch/ERP.

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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To follow are eight reasons why municipal waste collection vehicles should feature smart displays:

1. You will improve customer service
Municipalities place the highest value on ensuring accurate service delivery and a problem-free
customer experience. Smart displays will facilitate faster and more accurate responses to customer
service issues. Smart displays typically have the ability to track and photograph any route or pickup
issues, provide photographic evidence of services if required, and send video recordings or live camera feeds to the back ofﬁce – all in real-time. They will further ensure real-time remote connectivity
between the back ofﬁce and each vehicle to facilitate prompt customer service follow ups.

2. You can better measure recycling
participation
Recycling program measurement is critical to municipal waste
organizations. Smart display onboard computing solutions will track
every pickup in real-time to measure participation rates and accurately tally any credits.

3. You will have complete visibility and oversight
Municipal waste and recycling managers need to have a complete view of all ﬂeet, equipment and
driver activity. Smart displays with ﬂeet management software will ensure complete visibility into
driver and truck activity. Smart displays provide a single point of interface between the driver, truck,
back ofﬁce and all communications. They further integrate multiple video and audio feeds in real-time, and ensure ﬂexible and easy interfaces with the vehicle’s control system. It’s like having a
supervisor in every truck.

Our Value to Municipalities

8 reasons why smart displays are
a ‘must have’ for municipalities

4. You will operate more efﬁciently
Municipalities are all about accountability, ﬁscal responsibility and operational
efﬁciencies. Smart displays with ﬂeet management software proactively track
and monitor ﬂeet activities in real-time. They will typically feed real-time reporting solutions to evaluate overall operational efﬁciency for driver activity, driver
performance, driver scoring, fuel consumption and ﬂeet performance. Vehicle
reports will monitor vehicle usage for accidents, alarms, fuel tax and vehicle usage. Municipal managers can view all vehicles on a map to monitor bread crumb
trails, alerts, excessive idling, hard braking and more.

© 2018 FleetMind Solutions A Safe Fleet Brand
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A smart display powered cart management system provides
municipalities with the most advanced solution for automated garbage collection and the management of individual
carts and customers. Using RFID tags, each garbage can or
cart can be associated with a speciﬁc customer address.
Drivers can quickly verify cart speciﬁcs by scanning these
with an onboard RFID reader or handheld device. Inventory management capabilities can update
backend databases in real-time on service or replacement and repair requirements.
With added GPS capabilities, ﬂeet operations personnel can have real-time visibility into truck location and activity, verify service accuracy, and quickly identify carts that have been moved or stolen,
or require servicing. Individual customer information - from damaged carts to insufﬁcient cart capacity – is easily captured into a centralized database. This further ensures immediate and accurate
information for any billing processes.

6. You will improve your safety record
Smart displays provide key capabilities to make it easier for municipalities to implement and monitor
ﬂeet safety initiatives. A smart display-powered ﬂeet management solution provides managers with
real-time visibility into driver activity and behavior. By understanding individual driving habits, managers can better coach drivers on safer techniques and reward defensive driving behavior. Municipal
managers can set alarm criteria to alert both drivers and managers when safe driving thresholds
have been exceeded.
In the cab, smart displays improve
safety by reducing driver distractions and optimizing automation.
Additionally, smart displays usually
integrate with rear-mounted cameras
to enhance safety with a clear view
of potential obstacles.

Our Value to Municipalities

5. You can better track carts and
assets

7. You will have a
‘greener’ ﬂeet
Green ﬂeets are focused on reducing fuel consumption, mileage and exhaust emissions, and on
driving more efﬁciently. A must for every municipality! Smart displays help municipalities eliminate
unnecessary emissions by improving fuel consumption management, reducing overall mileage and
improving driver behavior.
Smart displays with driver direction capabilities let managers optimize each truck’s routes to reduce
time spent on the road and the number of engine hours per day. They further help reduce the amount
of fuel burned by the engine as it is being used by using alarms to monitor and reduce idling, identify
aggressive driving patterns, identify vehicle maintenance problems, and collect the ECM codes so
that engines can be repaired before problems escalate.

© 2018 FleetMind Solutions A Safe Fleet Brand
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8. You will improve the driver experience
It stands to reason that reducing driver distractions is essential for both waste ﬂeet safety and for
productivity. Smart displays make bilateral communications between drivers and dispatch (the back
ofﬁce) easy and intuitive. These smart displays typically provide a single point of interface for the
driver, truck, back ofﬁce and all communications. No more cell phones or other mobile devices.
A touchscreen display allows for real-time video and audio functionality, and ﬂexible interfaces ensure easy interaction with the control system. Advanced smart displays will usually feature touchscreens that can be operated with gloves. Many are designed to be hands-free. They will typically
ensure visibility even in harsh sunlight or snow glare conditions. They are usually installed ergonomically in the cab to provide quick visual references for route or customer information.
No more paper work; no more manual processes. Drivers can now focus on the road.

Back-Ofﬁce Communications

© 2018 FleetMind Solutions A Safe Fleet Brand

Our Value to Municipalities

Driver behavior is fundamental to ﬂeet sustainability. Even the most fuel-efﬁcient vehicles will
perform poorly with an inefﬁcient driver behind the wheel. Municipal managers need the tools to
monitor driver behavior to inﬂuence and educate drivers on more emissions-friendly driving approaches. Smart displays with ﬂeet mapping and monitoring tools to allow ﬂeet managers to work
more proactively with drivers to ensure and reinforce greener driving behavior.

Onboard Computer Smart Display

14

Casella provides solid waste, recycling and resource management services in seven Northeastern
U.S. states. Casella’s operations include 7 recycling facilities, 12 disposals facilities, 31 collection
operations and 29 transfer stations. Casella makes it a business strategy to create sustainable
value beyond the traditional disposal model.

Casella Objectives
In keeping with their vision for company-wide operational innovation and excellence, Casella
was looking for a ﬂeet management solution that would support the company’s high standards
for sustainability and service. Speciﬁcally, they wanted to improve the quality of their customer
experience, as well as deliver real environmental health beneﬁts through the improved vehicle
efﬁciencies.

Solution
Casella selected FleetMind’s solution for waste and recycling organizations that includes tools for
onboard computing, ﬂeet mapping, reporting and analysis, driver direction, automated service
veriﬁcation, wireless communications and more. Casella started with a small pilot deployment
to test the system, and implemented a phased rollout of the system to more than 150 Casella
collection vehicles and 11 sites. The implementation included both hardware and software
installations in vehicles and ofﬁces, and back-ofﬁce systems integration.

Customer Case Study

Casella Waste Systems
Enhances Fleet Sustainability

Results
Most notably, Casella has seen measurable reductions in fuel use and emissions.
Casella’s improvements as a result of the FleetMind system include:

Greener

Safer

With ﬂeet management tools, Casella
supports leaner and greener ﬂeets by: a)
optimizing each truck’s routes to reduce
time spent on the road and the number
of engine hours per day, b) reducing the
amount of fuel burned by using alarms to
monitor and reduce idling (by an estimated
ﬁve percent), and c) identifying inefﬁcient
driving patterns and vehicle maintenance
issues for immediate resolution.

Fleet safety is about reducing risk and
reinforcing safe driving behavior. With ﬂeetmapping and reporting capabilities, Casella
has real-time visibility into driver activity and
behavior to make sure that its managers
have the tools and information they need to
pro-actively implement ﬂeet safety initiatives
and mitigate associated risks.

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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WasteAdvantage
The Advantage in the Waste Industry

Customer Case Study

Casella Waste Systems Enhances
More Responsive
On top of its Fleet 24/7
Fleet Operations and Sustainability

Customer
service excellence is one
To run an effective waste disposal operation,
Martin Deme
rs
of Casella’s core values. With its ﬂeet
ﬂeet managers need to know what’s going
management solution, Casella can now
on for every route, vehicle and container
deliver real-time and fully automated service
in real-time. Casella now has complete
standards
and service. “We
CASELLA
WASTE
veriﬁcation to track individual
container
and SYSTEMS,
visibilityINC.,
into itsHEADentire ﬂeet
– every for
stopsustainability
of
quartered
in
Rutland,
VT
,
provides
solid
waste,
the way. This helps us to ensure optimal
With itscustomer
ﬂeet activity. Its new ﬂeet management
to improveproductivity,
the quality of our customer experience,
recycling
and resourceoperational
management
services
dashboard
delivers
a
single-view
interface
and fuel
efﬁciencies,
management solution,
in
seven
Northeastern
U.S.
states.
Casella
’s
all ﬂeet operations and performance to
safety and customer service.
Casellainto
can
deliver
operations
include seven recycling facilities, 12
identify and respond to customer
service
disposals
facilities,
31 collection operations and said BillTavares, Vice President of Transportation.
real-time
and fully
requirements
more efﬁciently
and with
a
29
transfer
stations.
Casella ’s annual revenues top
greaterservice
degree of accuracy.
automated

$500 million.
Solution
veriﬁcation to track
Since 1975, Casella has been leading the solid
individual container
waste industry with an innovative business strategy management system vendors, Casella selected
that seeks to create sustainable value beyond the FleetMind ’s (Montreal, QC) solution for waste
and customer activity
traditional disposal model. Casella views waste as a and recycling o rganizations that includes tools
more EFFICIENTLY
resource for producing renewable ene rgy and a raw
AND WITH A GREATER
material for manufacturing new products.
and analysis, driver direction, automated service
DEGREE“Customers
OF ACCURACY.
benefit from our enhanced ability to now provide “real-time” on-route

Casella selected FleetMind primarily for its driver
information, while we can
all breathe easier knowing that our FleetMind-equipped
Challenge
interface and
ease of
Casella
has
a
distinct
vision
for
company-wide
vehicles are helping us reduce vehicle mileage and fuel consumption,
as well
asuse—a distinct advantage in
operational innovation and excellence, including terms of adoption rates and acceptance.
overall greenhouse gas emissions.”
Casella started with a small pilot deployment
in July 2008 to test the system. From June 2010
solution had to support the company ’s high to present, Casella phased out the rollout of the

Mike Brennan, Director of Operations & Maintenance, Casella

Casella waste collection

vehicl e.

CASELLA HAS
A DISTINCT
ISION FOR
COMPANY-WIDE
OPERATIONAL
NNOVATION AND
EXCELLENCE,
NCLUDING FLEET
OPERATIONS.

Photos courtesy of Casella
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Greater intelligence gathering capability optimizes Texas ﬂeet operations
Knight Waste Services (Knight) was established in 2003 to service the City of Fort Worth’s residential
garbage and recycling collection. Knight operates 30 Automated Side Load (ASL) trucks – four of
which are diesel and 26 of which are compressed natural gas (CNG) – providing weekly curbside
collection for 94,000 residential households in Fort Worth, TX.

Challenges
As part of their ongoing drive to optimize service quality and achieve the performance targets
established by their municipal partner, Knight realized that they needed much more detailed and
comprehensive ﬂeet monitoring and data collection capabilities. Speciﬁcally, Knight wanted to be able
to better automate the processing of routes for enhanced efﬁciencies, gain real-time views into driver
behavior to help mitigate personnel issues, improve overall monitoring of collections activity for
service assurance, gain video and photo evidence of any issues, and increase the level and scope of
reporting capabilities.

Choosing a Solution
Knight researched numerous ﬂeet management technology options in their search for a
comprehensive and fully-integrated solution before selecting the Street Smart Vision by McNeilus
SSV10 system, an onboard computing solution powered by FleetMind. The FleetMind mobile on-board
computer and DVR platform for the SSV10 system enables an extensive list of software features,
including:

Customer Case Study

Knight Waste Services

• All Knight’s desired capabilities integrated into one solution
• Real-time connectivity with in-cab touchscreen smart display
• Expandability for up to 8 mounted cameras around truck
• Virtual 360-degree view around each vehicle
• GPS tracking with playback
• Turn by turn driver direction for optimized routing
• Multiple back-ofﬁce reporting features

Testing the Solution
As a ﬁrst step, Knight conducted a pilot-test of the McNeilus/FleetMind solution on a sub-set of ﬂeet
vehicles ensure ease-of-use and desired outcomes. The pilot test was implemented on two trucks for
a period of approximately three months. Knight quickly determined that the system would be of
signiﬁcant value for improving efﬁciencies in their operations, allowing for remote viewing of
problematic behaviors, and enabling more effective accident and incident investigations. The SSV10
system pilot project satisfactorily proved the viability of key features and capabilities, and provided
much expanded visibility into ﬂeet operations.

© 2015 FleetMind Solutions Inc.
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Knight recently completed a ﬂeet-wide system install on all of its McNeilus ASL trucks, including the
applicable software training for its users. The SSV10 system brings together an in-cab monitor, a
mobile onboard computer and a DVR platform that integrates with a number of software features.
Route management software optimizes the routing process, reduces maintenance costs, and helps
reduce fuel consumption and GHG emissions. Up to eight cameras provide drivers with a 360˚ view
around the truck, and tracking software empowers managers with real-time insights into driver and
truck behavior with fully integrated video. This enhances ﬂeet safety as follows:
• Monitors drivers in real-time to ensure adherence to expected guidelines and behaviors.
• Collects image-based evidence with real-time video feed and archive/playback capability, which is
very valuable incident investigations. By making accident investigation more accountable and
accurate, the SSV10 system has already saved Knight thousands of dollars in potential claims and
dozens of man-hours in investigation.
• Interfaces readily with different reporting applications that provide vehicle metrics, collection cycles,
collection data by customer location, and more.
• Enables better driver coaching by allow remote viewing of problematic behaviors for timely
intervention and remediation.

Customer Case Study

Today

“Implementing the SSV10 system will help us verify to the City of Fort Worth that
customers are being serviced and provide them with that information in real-time. The
system will also enable us to document activities and incidents with video and photos,
significantly reducing our liability. Just as importantly, we are looking forward to better
managing our fleet operations and customer service as a result of the information the
SSV10 system makes available to us. In my opinion it has proven to be the ‘most
complete’ technology solution for our needs.”
Richard Knight, COO, Knight Waste Services

© 2018 FleetMind Solutions A Safe Fleet Brand
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Testimonials

McNeilus Truck & Manufacturing and
FleetMind Solutions were awarded a Solid
Waste Association of North America (SWANA)
Safety Award in the Collection & Transfer
Division for “Best Safety Innovation” for their
Street Smart Vision 10 (SSV10) ﬂeet
management solution. The SWANA Safety
Awards winners are selected by SWANA’s
technical divisions and safety committee for
their demonstrated commitment to improving
workplace safety.

“FleetMind has allowed us to reduce our costs,
and upgrade our accuracy and productivity.”
Jack Fiori
Vice President, California Waste Recovery Systems

“Using FleetMind’s on-board computer and driver terminal
solution coupled with our Soft-Pak back-office system has
brought tremendous benefits.”
Mary Molony
CFO, U-Pak

© 2018 FleetMind Solutions A Safe Fleet Brand
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FleetMind Solutions is the award-winning technology leader for connected smart truck solutions for
waste management ﬂeets. FleetMind develops the industry’s most advanced ﬂeet management
solutions speciﬁcally for waste and recycling environments. FleetMind systems have been
successfully installed in thousands of vehicles across North America to link waste and recycling ﬂeet
operations to their drivers and vehicles in real-time to ensure optimal productivity, safety,
sustainability, proﬁtability and customer service. FleetMind is now a member of the Safe Fleet family.
For more information, visit: www.ﬂeetmind.com. To learn about the portfolio of brands owned by
FleetMind’s parent company, Safe Fleet, visit: www.safeﬂeet.net

Contact

About FleetMind

Address
1751 Richardson, Suite 7200
Montreal, Quebec
Canada H3K 1G6
General:
Toll-Free from North America: 888-639-1666
Fax: 888-639-1666

Contacts
Randall Soutter

Director Strategic Accounts
Ofﬁce: 888.639.1666, ext 2755
rsoutter@ﬂeetmind.com
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